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EXCISE (AMENDMENT) ACT
NO. 30 OF 2010

An Act to amend the Excise Act [CAP 290].

Be it enacted by the President and Parliament as follows-

1 Amendment
The Excise Act [CAP 290] is amended as set out in the Schedule.

2 Commencement
This Act commences on 1 January 2011.
SCHEDULE

AMENDMENTS OF EXCISE ACT [CAP 290]

1 Schedule 1 – Number 60 of the Excisable Products Table
Delete “180”, substitute “140”

2 Schedule 1 – Number 68 and 69 of the Excisable Products Table
Delete “200”, substitute “900”

3 Schedule 1 – Numbers 73, 75, 77, 79, 81 and 84 of the Excisable Products Table
Delete “1,500”, substitute “800”